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Literary modernism, or modernist literature, has its origins in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, mainly in Europe and
North www.enganchecubano.comism is characterized by a self-conscious break with traditional styles of poetry and
verse.

In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: The first isâ€”for lack of a better
wordâ€”theoretical and concentrates on Hans Urs von Balthasar and his work as it illuminates the Catholic
intellectual heritage and confronts, or enters into dialogue with an increasingly secular heritage. The second
part is an application of those insights to a work by each of three twentieth-century Catholic writers: Two
amazing things about the Catholic intellectual heritage: Catholicism is not only multinational but multiethnic
and multidisciplinary. It is more than the biblical "coat of many colors. Catholicism is the richness of life
itself. As the Vatican II document Gaudium et Spes assertsâ€”alluding to the Roman playwright
Terenceâ€”"nothing that is genuinely human fails to find an echo" in the hearts of the followers of Christ.
Catholicism and the doctrine of the Incarnation gave not only value to the world but an attitude toward itâ€”no
Platonic aloofness [End Page ] hankering for a world of forms, no Roman stoicism, no Norse or Teutonic
fatalism toward the world. Though Catholicism has engaged and been transformed by all those forcesâ€”and
many more besidesâ€”it continues to be a unique and dynamic living heritage. The portion of the Catholic
intellectual heritage I shall consider in this article is the Catholic intellectual heritage of the West. Maligned by
multiculturalists and postcolonialists to name just a few of its critics , it is the heritage that many of us were
born into and within which we live and breathe. It is a birthright, a treasure, a limitation, something of a
scandal, and an obligation. Therefore, except for a brief glance or two, I must overlook the East and Africa and
Catholicism in other parts of the world. A brief aside on my emphasizing the Western tradition: In each work,
the priests enter a new and "other" world, bringing only themselves, a book or two, and their faith. As western
Catholics embodying this heritage, we also go forthâ€”wherever we are sentâ€”to meet and engage all
cultures. But to engage all cultures, we must first be imbued with our own. In this article I hope to provide a
perspective on that heritage that will help us better understand ourselves within that Western intellectual
tradition of Catholicism. The doctrine of the Incarnation is what distinguishes the Catholic and other Christian
faiths from all other religions of the world. It could be argued that of all the Christian religions, it is only
Catholicism that takes the Incarnation with full seriousness. Whenever a religion is inclined to denigrate the
body, earthly life, or fundamental human desires, it is in danger of moving away from the central fact of the
Incarnation. God gave his only Son to become human and in that way ennobledâ€”and in fact redeemed and
thereby exaltedâ€”all of human and earthly life. In an apparent contradiction, the French [End Page ] poet and
dramatist Paul Claudel is said to "passionately desire the world, not as Christians, but only as pagans before
him did. And still Claudel is passionate for the world because he is a Christian. No earthly value can be
disdained out of arrogance or resentment, every good is necessary to the Catholic; [the Catholicâ€”WEâ€”]
cannot permit. Even sin, guilt, and evil are always wrapped and embodied in such values, and even in the You
are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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2: The 15 Most Overrated Contemporary American Writers (PHOTOS) | HuffPost
In a fair world, these critically acclaimed authors would be rocking the bestseller list. If you haven't discovered them yet,
our Books Editor has set you up for some incredibly memorable reads.

Asimov was prolific and Wells â€” was a prolific English writer in many genres, including the novel, history,
politics, and social commentary, and textbooks and rules for war games. A Space Odyssey, , He is perhaps
most famous for Best known for his dystopian novel Fahrenheit and for the science fiction and horror stories
Though he became famous for science fiction, he was also a newspaper Often called the "dean of science
fiction writers", he was an influential and controversial author of the genre in his His work is marked by a
profound conscientiousness of social injustice, an Verne was born to She has also written poetry and essays.
As a citizen, he He was best known for his novels including Brave New World, set in a dystopian London, and
His work is primarily hard science Lovecraftâ€”was an American author who achieved posthumous fame
through his influential works of horror fiction. Virtually unknown and only published in He won the Nebula
award three times and He is best known for his Discworld series of about 40 volumes. Gibson coined the term
His principal genre is speculative fiction. His published works include over 1, short stories, novellas,
screenplays, comic book scripts, teleplays,
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3: Best Living Writers: List of the Greatest Living Authors
Ranking the most important authors in contemporary and lateth-century literature is impossible. Spanning the last 50
years, these 10 authors all made their mark over the last 50 years and are each widely considered to be significant and
worth exploring.

Tap here to turn on desktop notifications to get the news sent straight to you. Or are they overrated
mediocrities with little claim to recognition by posterity? The question is harder than ever to answer today, yet
it is a worthwhile exercise to attempt along with identifying underrated writers not favored by bureaucracy.
Since the onset of poststructuralist theory, humanist critics have been put to pasture. The academy is ruled by
"theorists" who consider their work superior to the literature they deconstruct, and moreover they have no
interest in contemporary literature. As for the reviewing establishment, it is no more than the blurbing arm for
conglomerate publishing, offering unanalytical "reviews" announcing that the emperor is wearing clothes
hence my inclusion of Michiko Kakutani. The ascent of creative writing programs means that few with critical
ability have any incentive to rock the boat--awards and jobs may be held back in retaliation. A politically
fecund multiculturalism--very desirable in this time of xenophobia--is the farthest thing from the minds of the
official arbiters: The MFA writing system, with its mechanisms of circulating popularity and fashionableness,
leans heavily on the easily imitable. And copied they are, in tens of thousands of stories manufactured in
workshops. Others hide behind a smokescreen of unreadable inimitability--Marilynne Robinson, for
example--to maintain a necessary barrier between the masses and the overlords. And the mainstream
reviewing establishment which is crumbling by the minute validates their choices with fatuous accolades,
recruiting mediocre writers to blurb review them. Bad writing is characterized by obfuscation, showboating,
narcissism, lack of a moral core, and style over substance. Good writing is exactly the opposite. Bad writing
draws attention to the writer himself. These writers have betrayed the legacy of modernism, not to mention
postmodernism. They are uneasy with mortality. On the great issues of the day they are silent especially when
they seem to address them, like William T. They desire to be politically irrelevant, and they have succeeded.
They are the unreadable Booth Tarkingtons, Joseph Hergesheimers, and John Herseys of our time, earnestly
bringing up the rear. Several of them have won the Pulitzer Prize in the last dozen years. Consider, however,
the first 12 Pulitzer Prizes for the novel awarded between and We can dismiss the early Pulitzer winners by
claiming that a bunch of old white men probably decided back then. But the people deciding today are
motivated by similar though intensified institutional compulsions. Awards are no substitute for critical
judgment. In the s, perceptive critics were aware of the difference. They know something is missing.
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4: Top 10 Best Novels of the Last 20 Years - Listverse
Contemporary literature is ironic and reflects a society's political, social and personal views. The term "contemporary
literature" usually applies to anything written after World War II.

In broad terms, the period was marked by sudden and unexpected breaks with traditional ways of viewing and
interacting with the world. Experimentation and individualism became virtues, where in the past they were
often heartily discouraged. Modernism was set in motion, in one sense, through a series of cultural shocks.
The first of these great shocks was the Great War, which ravaged Europe from through , known now as World
War One. The first hints of that particular way of thinking called Modernism stretch back into the nineteenth
century. As literary periods go, Modernism displays a relatively strong sense of cohesion and similarity across
genres and locales. Furthermore, writers who adopted the Modern point of view often did so quite deliberately
and self-consciously. Indeed, a central preoccupation of Modernism is with the inner self and consciousness.
In contrast to the Romantic world view, the Modernist cares rather little for Nature, Being, or the overarching
structures of history. Instead of progress and growth, the Modernist intelligentsia sees decay and a growing
alienation of the individual. The machinery of modern society is perceived as impersonal, capitalist, and
antagonistic to the artistic impulse. War most certainly had a great deal of influence on such ways of
approaching the world. Two World Wars in the span of a generation effectively shell-shocked all of Western
civilization. In its genesis, the Modernist Period in English literature was first and foremost a visceral reaction
against the Victorian culture and aesthetic, which had prevailed for most of the nineteenth century. Indeed, a
break with traditions is one of the fundamental constants of the Modernist stance. They could foresee that
world events were spiraling into unknown territory. The stability and quietude of Victorian civilization were
rapidly becoming a thing of the past. The assassination of Archduke Ferdinand of Austria was essentially the
triggering event of the First World War, a conflict which swept away all preconceived notions about the nature
of so-called modern warfare. The educational reforms of the Victorian Age had led to a rapid increase in
literacy rates, and therefore a greater demand for literature or all sorts. A popular press quickly developed to
supply that demand. The sophisticated literati looked upon this new popular literature with scorn. Writers who
refused to bow to the popular tastes found themselves in a state of alienation from the mainstream of society.
To some extent, this alienation fed into the stereotype of the aloof artist, producing nothing of commercial
value for the market. The academic world became something of a refuge for disaffected artists, as they could
rub elbows with fellow disenfranchised intellectuals. In the later years of the Modernist period, a form of
populism returned to the literary mainstream, as regionalism and identity politics became significant
influences on the purpose and direction of artistic endeavor. The nineteenth century, like the several centuries
before it, was a time of privilege for wealthy Caucasian males. Women, minorities, and the poor were
marginalized to the point of utter silence and inconsequence. The twentieth century witnessed the beginnings
of a new paradigm between first the sexes, and later between different cultural groups. Class distinction
remains arguably the most difficult bridge to cross in terms of forming a truly equitable society. The point is
that as the twentieth century moved forward, a greater variety of literary voices won the struggle to be heard.
What had so recently been inconceivable was steadily becoming a reality. African-Americans took part in the
Harlem Renaissance, with the likes of Langston Hughes at the forefront of a vibrant new idiom in American
poetry. None of this is to suggest that racism and sexism had been completely left behind in the art world.
Perhaps such blemishes can never be fully erased, but the strides that were taken in the twentieth century were
remarkable by any measure. In Modernist literature, it was the poets who took fullest advantage of the new
spirit of the times, and stretched the possibilities of their craft to lengths not previously imagined. In general,
there was a disdain for most of the literary production of the last century. The French Symbolists were
admired for the sophistication of their imagery. In comparison to much of what was produced in England and
America, the French were ahead of their time. They were similarly unafraid to delve into subject matter that
had usually been taboo for such a refined art form. Hopkins, for his part, brought a fresh way to look at rhythm
and word usage. He more or less invented his own poetic rhythms, just as he coined his own words for things
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which had, for him, no suitable descriptor. Hopkins had no formal training in poetry, and he never published
in his lifetime. This model â€” the self-taught artist-hermit who has no desire for public adulation â€” would
become synonymous with the poet in the modern age. This stereotype continues unrivaled to this day, despite
the fact that the most accomplished poets of the Modern period were far from recluses. Even though alienation
was a nearly universal experience for Modernist poets, it was impossible to escape some level of engagement
with the world at large. Even if this engagement was mediated through the poetry, the relationship that poets
had with their world was very real, and very much revealing of the state of things in the early twentieth
century. Leading up to the First World War, Imagist poetry was dominating the scene, and sweeping previous
aesthetic points of view under the rug. The Imagists, among them Ezra Pound, sought to boil language down
to its absolute essence. To achieve that effect required minimalist language, a lessening of structural rules and
a kind of directness that Victorian and Romantic poetry seriously lacked. Dreaminess or Pastoral poetry were
utterly abandoned in favor of this new, cold, some might say mechanized poetics. Imagist poetry was almost
always short, unrhymed, and noticeably sparse in terms of adjectives and adverbs. At some points, the line
between poetry and natural language became blurred. This was a sharp departure from the ornamental, verbose
style of the Victorian era. Gone also were the preoccupations with beauty and nature. Potential subjects for
poetry were now limitless, and poets took full advantage of this new freedom. No Modernist poet has garnered
more praise and attention than Thomas Stearns Eliot. Born in Missouri, T. Eliot would eventually settle in
England, where he would produce some of the greatest poetry and criticism of the last century. Eliot picked up
where the Imagists left off, while adding some of his own peculiar aesthetics to the mix. His principal
contribution to twentieth century verse was a return to highly intellectual, allusive poetry. He looked
backwards for inspiration, but he was not nostalgic or romantic about the past. Yet even when his poetic voice
sounds very colloquial, there is a current underneath, which hides secondary meanings. It is this layering of
meanings and contrasting of styles that mark Modernist poetry in general and T. It is no overstatement to say
that Eliot was the pioneer of the ironic mode in poetry; that is, deceptive appearances hiding difficult truths. In
American Literature, the group of writers and thinkers known as the Lost Generation has become synonymous
with Modernism. In the wake of the First World War, several American artists chose to live abroad as they
pursued their creative impulses. Scott Fitzgerald, and the painter Waldo Pierce, among others. The term itself
refers to the spiritual and existential hangover left by four years of unimaginably destructive warfare. The
artists of the Lost Generation struggled to find some meaning in the world in the wake of chaos. For
Hemingway, this meant the abandonment of all ornamental language. His novels are famous for their
extremely spare, blunt, simple sentences and emotions that play out right on the surface of things. There is an
irony to this bluntness, however, as his characters often have hidden agendas, hidden sometimes even from
themselves, which serve to guide their actions. All truth became relative, conditional, and in flux. The War
demonstrated that no guiding spirit rules the events of the world, and that absolute destruction was kept in
check by only the tiniest of margins. The novel was by no means immune from the self-conscious, reflective
impulses of the new century. Modernism introduced a new kind of narration to the novel, one that would
fundamentally change the entire essence of novel writing. At the same time, the psychoanalytic theories of
Sigmund Freud had come into mainstream acceptance. Experimentation with genre and form was yet another
defining characteristic of Modernist literature. Perhaps the most representative example of this experimental
mode is T. Literary critics often single out The Waste Land as the definitive sample of Modernist literature. In
it, one is confronted by biblical-sounding verse forms, quasi-conversational interludes, dense and frequent
references which frustrate even the most well-read readers, and sections that resemble prose more than poetry.
At the same time, Eliot fully displays all the conventions which one expects in Modernist literature. There is
the occupation with self and inwardness, the loss of traditional structures to buttress the ego against shocking
realities, and a fluid nature to truth and knowledge. The cynicism and alienation of the first flowering of
Modernist literature could not persist. By mid-century, indeed by the Second World War, there was already a
strong reaction against the pretentions of the Moderns. Artists of this newer generation pursued a more
democratic, pluralistic mode for poetry and the novel. There was optimism for the first time in a long time.
Commercialism, publicity, and the popular audience were finally embraced, not shunned. True, the influence
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of Modernist literature continues to be quite astonishing. The Modern poet-critics changed the way people
think about artists and creative pursuits. The Modern novelists changed the way many people perceive truth
and reality. These changes are indeed profound, and cannot easily be replaced by new schemas. Do not reprint
it without permission. Written by Josh Rahn.
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5: Top 10 Works of Postmodern Literature - Listverse
Add some new scary books to your nightstand from these five mystery authors. On My Nightstand: 5 Great Modern
Mystery Writers: Do you love page-turners that keep you.

Leo Tolstoy published Childhood. In , Oscar Wilde was born 16 October. In George Eliot published her first
novel Adam Bede. Ivan Turgenev published Fathers and Sons. Henry David Thoreau died. Edith Wharton was
born. Verne had by then fully established the " scientific romance " as a genre. Charles Dickens published Our
Mutual Friend in installments from to Literature by this time was becoming increasingly popular.
Well-educated European and North American middle-classes read more than ever before. At the same time
authors tended toward plainer language and more broadly understood themes. People read about detectives,
ghosts, machines, wonders, adventures, tricky situations, unusual turns of fate and romances. Love stories and
grudges, explorations and wars, ideas based on scientific positivism and ideas based on nonsense and
gibberish were all being published and enjoyed by a readership which could now be termed "the masses". In
Nathaniel Hawthorne died. Dostoyevski published Notes from Underground or Letters from the Underworld.
It is probably correct to describe Dostoyevski as the first Existentialist author. Thomas Chandler Haliburton
died. Edith Maude Eaton was born. In Leo Tolstoy published War and Peace. Mark Twain published
Innocents Abroad. Matthew Arnold set a cultural agenda in his book Culture and Anarchy. His views
represented one of two polar opposites which would be in struggle against each other for many years to come.
The other side of the struggle would be represented by the Aesthetic , Symbolist or Decadent movement. On
the other side were Matthew Arnold , John Ruskin and the tendency amongst the arts toward a utilitarian ,
constructive and educational ethic. The Decadent movement was a transitional stage between romanticism and
modernism. In Charles Dickens died aged Before his death he was working on The Mystery of Edwin Drood
published unfinished. John McCrae was born. Hilaire Belloc was born 27 July. Samuel Butler published
Erewhon , an early science fiction novel. In Alfred Jarry was born 8 September.
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6: The Best Science-Fiction Authors | List of the Greatest Sci-Fi Writers
This lesson helps you decipher pieces of contemporary American literature by looking at famous examples from some of
the greatest authors of the time.

This literary era defines a time period, but it also describes a particular style and quality of writing. Some see
this period as an extension of postmodern literature, but most refer to it as a literary era of its own. Most agree
that the era of contemporary writing began in the s. The postmodern era began after WWII, in the s, and lasted
through the s. The contemporary period extends to the current day. Although there are a few disagreements
about the beginning of this literary period, the biggest dispute surrounds what qualifies a written work as
literature. The word refers to both poetry and prose , where prose includes works of fiction such as novels and
novellas, essays, and dramatic works. This term also refers to the quality of writing. In order to be considered
literature, a written work must uphold the highest writing standards and contain a particular beauty and style.
Many literary works become socially relevant and have the power to influence the public. Ad Much of
contemporary literature comes from Western authors; however, the term is not synonymous with English or
American literature, and this literary period can apply to written works from anywhere in the world. In fact,
globalization opened the door to include contemporary works written by many literary figures in the Middle
East, Africa, and Asia. Genres included in this literary period span a variety of writing forms in addition to
novels and poetry. Flash fiction, short stories, slam poetry, plays, memoirs, and autobiographies can all be
included in this category. Nonfiction is usually not classified as literature, but this era sometimes includes
works of creative nonfiction, which tell a true story using literary techniques. Typical characteristics of the
contemporary period include reality-based stories with strong characters and a believable story. Settings
usually keep to the current or modern era, so futuristic and science fiction novels are rarely included in this
category. Well-defined, realistic, and highly developed characters are important in classifying a written work
as contemporary, and most writing in this category features stories that are more character driven than plot
driven. Contemporary literature features a somewhat modern narrative, but it also contains a harsher reality.
Contemporary written works tend to be influenced by the prosperous lifestyle that followed WWII, but this
literary class is rooted in the devastation that war brought to the world. A new reality blossomed in the
post-war mind, and it included a personal cynicism, disillusionment, and frustration that is common to this
literary period.
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7: Project MUSE - Hans Urs von Balthasar and Some Contemporary Catholic Writers
Books shelved as modern-literature: Red Russia by Tanya Thompson, Life of Pi by Yann Martel, by George Orwell, The
Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Saling.

Share30 Shares K The ten novels on this list all substantiate the belief that books are the most elastic,
introspective, human and entertaining form of media that exist. Not movies, not music, not art, not the theatre.
A famous author once said that novels are the best way for two human beings to connect with each other. I
believe this, and I believe that people who do not find pleasure in words have never had the opportunity to
read one of the great novels. The first introductions students often have to literature are stale century-old
books that do not translate well to this new modern era. Frankly they are boring, and a lot of kids drift into the
living room and turn on the television and stay glued for the rest of their lives. So, here I will present the ten
greatest novels of the last twenty years, without apologies. Homes First Sentence: Homes deserves recognition
for her amazing writing skills, her unique voice and her gloomy view of the world. Homes shines when
writing about screwed-up, out-of-love or on the brink of out-of-love couples. Torching is no exception. The
married couple, Paul and Elaine, first appeared in a short story in The Safety of Objects, and then took on a
life of their own. Married in suburbia, with two young boys, we follow them in their search for happiness, or
some form of contentment, which they never seem to find. Smoking crack in the dining room, having affairs,
trying to burn down their own houseâ€¦nothing seems to change their boredom and disappointment. Homes
makes this common enough theme of suburban ennui feel real with her shining prose, a secondary cast of
interesting plots and characters, and lack of a fairy-tale ending. And while he may have written better novels
than Fight Club see Survivor , this is the one that brought him to the show and inspired a new, fed-up
generation to push back. His quick, intelligent prose keeps the attention of the worst ADHD-sufferers, and the
themes in Fight Club of revolt, of going back to zero, of anti-consumerism are universal, accessible and
desperately needed in the world we live in today. Dazzling, original, mind-bending, genius, heart-breaking,
addicting, wonderful, jaw-dropping. The list goes on and on and on. No other novel has created its own world
quite like Leaves. Danielewski made us question our own sanity. The main plot follows a family who moves
into a new house that they quickly find out is haunted. Imagine if you will a book that you have to take over to
your mirror to read passages written backwards. Imagine twenty-two page rants about the origins of the word
echo. The house is alive. Forget you ever read this. Go on with your life, and move down the list. Do NOT
read this book. This book consists of three novellas, woven together and taken from earlier Dubus
publications. It is also a wonderful movie starring the enigmatic Laura Dern and Naomi Watts. Affairs are had,
feelings crushed, epiphanies thwarted, friendships tested. Shows us that nobody ever has anything figured out,
not really. That what we do and feel morphs and shifts. It does what a great book is supposed to do: Without
each other, all will be lost. This book is heart-wrenching, desperate and mesmerizing. Let me just say that I
was literally in tears in the middle of a crowded Barnes and Nobles, trying to pretend like there was something
in my eyes. You will not be able to breathe until you finish it. Here he gives us a little more to work with, like
allusions Howard Roark! A, and a semi-coherent plot. Nobody in the world can write like Ellis, though many
have tried, and failed miserably. And here he shines. The things they do are despicable and immoral. What do
you think happens in Universities around America? What do you think most people are really like? This is a
documentary of lost, attractive young people falling into the void. And nobody cares and nobody cares and
nobody cares. If Palanuick is the very best writer, sentence to sentence, then Franzen is clearly the best living
novelist. This story involves one Louis Holland, and a Harvard seismologist named Dr. It writes about the evil
of corporations, but in a stronger, more mature way than Palanuick. Franzen is a historian, and he tells us
exactly why the world is bad, how it came to be that way. He goes all the way back to the colonization of
America, but not in a preachy or boring way. He personifies a raccoon for five pages, which is strangely one
of the most poignant parts of the whole book. The two main characters are what make the book. Franzen is a
master and a genius; he builds and constructs. He makes us work for it. As with the 1 author on this list, you
can imagine him standing behind a door somewhere laughing at all of his readers. This novel succeeds where
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The Twenty-seventh City fell a little short, and The Corrections overthrew. It follows generations of a
Dominican-American family, the struggles they encounter in the Dominican Republic, and the curses that
follow them to America. The main protagonist Oscar is a pound nerdy, RPG-playing guy in America, who
desperately wants to find love. We follow him in his constant struggle to find it, and bear witness to his
countless rejections. You can do it! Who eventually falls for a gangster Why Beli, why? Diaz blends
Dominican history and folklore, humor, love, sex, death, revolutions, Castro, and dictators into one of the best
freshman novels of all time. He employs current pop references, historical footnotes, a bad-ass original
refreshing writing style, a mysterious narrator, Spanish, a blazing humor, age-old plot devices, and one of the
most heart-breaking characters in existence to make this an instant classic. President Kennedy had been killed.
It takes us everywhere in Southeast Asia, and even back to the United States. Johnson depicts a war where
nothing is clear, where friends and enemies are indistinguishable, and where myths are created out of the land
itself. With a cast of half-a-dozen supporting characters, he portrays the war from the perspective of both sides
of Vietnam, from two G. While it was very difficult indeed to rank the other nine books on this list, deciding
where to put this book on the list was as involuntary as breathing. This is by far the best, the longest, the most
difficult, the most frustrating, the most entertaining, the most rewarding book on this list. Ultimately, this book
is about addiction in every form you could possibly imagine: Heroin, alcohol, cannabis, crack, cocaine,
Diludiad, Percocet, sex, sports, cleaning, and on and on and on. With a cast of hundreds, and almost footnotes,
coming in at a whopping 3 lbs, Jest focuses mainly on a halfway house in the Boston suburbs, and the adjacent
Enfield Tennis Academy. Wallace spent hundreds of hours going to AA meetings, and this book is considered
by many to be the most realistic account of drug addiction and the Alcoholics Anonymous program in either
fiction or non-fiction. Wallace created his own world in Infinite Jest. This is not just a big novel with big
ideas. This book deserves its own cannon. It cannot be categorized. This book genuinely redefines the
boundaries of what a novel can do. Wallace hung himself in late Infinite Jest is his second, and last, finished
novel.
8: List of modernist writers - Wikipedia
Modernist literature was a predominantly English genre of fiction writing, popular from roughly the s into the s. Modernist
literature came into its own.

9: What are characteristics of Modernist literature, fiction in particular?
The first introductions students often have to literature are stale century-old books that do not translate well to this new
modern era. Frankly they are boring, and a lot of kids drift into the living room and turn on the television and stay glued
for the rest of their lives.
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